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Abstract
Modern optical character recognition software relies
on human interaction to correct misrecognized characters. Even though the software often reliably identifies
low-confidence output, the simple language and vocabulary models employed are insufficient to automatically correct mistakes. This paper demonstrates that topic models,
which automatically detect and represent an article’s semantic context, reduces error by 7% over a global word
distribution in a simulated OCR correction task. Detecting
and leveraging context in this manner is an important step
towards improving OCR.

1. Introduction
As researchers and the general public become more reliant on computer-searchable document databases, paper
documents that have not been translated into computer
strings are in grave danger of being forgotten [1]. Optical character recognition (OCR) software has made great
strides over the past few decades, but the translation of documents into searchable strings still requires that humans
manually proofread and correct the output. This paper
presents a new algorithm for automatically correcting errors
in OCR output. By automatically detecting the semantic
context of OCRed documents, our algorithm can use topicspecific word frequency information to correct corrupted
words.
While there has been much focus on improving the accuracy of OCR by incorporating language models to guide
error detection and correction, these models are typically
global and must be learned and applied on the same domain
to be effective. For example, the distribution of words in
Car & Driver differs from the distribution of words in the
New England Journal of Medicine, therefore using word
frequencies observed in one periodical to correct OCR results from the other could be disastrous.

Imagine proof-reading the result of a document extracted
by OCR software and encountering the string “tonque”.
Given no context, it is reasonable to believe that the software could commonly mistake ‘q’ for ‘g’ and that the actual
word should be “tongue”. However, given that the article is
about sports cars, we may want to change our beliefs; perhaps the word is more likely to be “torque” than “tongue”.
While humans have an innate ability to adapt to the properties of a specific domain, a global word frequency model
does not.
One possible solution is to create many independent
topic-specific vocabulary models, but that imposes high
training costs and requires end users to semantically classify every article prior to OCR. Additionally, it does not
solve the problem of OCRing documents that contain multiple categories.
In the domains of social networks and document corpus
modeling, these questions are often addressed by applying
topic models. Topic models can automatically describe a
document as a mixture of semantic topics, each with an independent vocabulary distribution. These models can be
learned and applied automatically, dynamically determining the context of new documents without user input. The
additional strength they bring to language modeling offer
the prospect of improved OCR results and reduced reliance
on human error correction.
This paper describes the use of a topic model to correct
simulated OCR output and demonstrates that it outperforms
a global word probability model across a substantial data
set. This use of contextual modeling is the first step towards
a number of promising new techniques in document processing.

2. Related Work
Topic models [5] come in a number of varieties, this
work uses Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) developed by
Blei et al. [2] LDA is a generative model that represents
each document as a “bag of words” in which word order is

discarded and only word frequencies are modeled. A corpus
is represented by a Dirichlet distribution that indicates the
probabilities of different topic mixtures. A new document
is generated by selecting a topic mixture — for example,
the document might be 80% about music, 10% about computers, and 10% about politics. This defines a documentspecific multinomial distribution. To generate individual
words, repeatedly draw a topic from this distribution and
then sample from the multinomial word probability distribution associated with that topic.
LDA models can be learned automatically from unlabeled document collections and then used to infer the topics
present in a new document. No user input is required, a
crucial difference between these techniques and those used
by Strohmaier et al. [6] to correct OCR output with topicspecific dictionaries. Furthermore, LDA models allow a
document to contain any mixture of topics, avoiding the
need to artificially divide articles into fixed categories. Wei
and Croft [7] have demonstrated that useful LDA models
can be built from large corpora.
There have been many previous attempts to use language
models to improve OCR results. Zhang and Chang [8]
post-processed OCR output with a linear combination of
language models to correct errors. Hull [3] used a Hidden Markov Model to incorporate syntactic information into
character recognition.

recognition is relatively high. The notation P (lf |ls ) designates the probability that the OCR software generates letter
lf given that the truth is letter ls . This model is used both to
generate simulated OCR output for testing purposes and as
part of the correction process. Statistics from actual character recognition output could be used to construct an OCR
model that would enable our method to be used as a postprocessor for real-world OCR software.

3.2

Error-correction algorithm

The algorithm takes an OCR document and a list of its
incorrect words. Currently, the incorrect word list is provided by an oracle, but many OCR packages are capable of
indicating low certainty words to their users.
For each incorrect word wi in the document, we generate a list of all strings that differ from wi by zero, one, or
two characters. Due to the combinatorial explosion of this
method, we do not consider words that are three or more
characters different from the original string. For each word
wc in the candidate list, we assign a score based on the
model that is used and the letters that are flipped. This combines the OCR model and the probability of the candidate
word into:
Score(wc ) = P (wc )

Model construction

The error correction algorithm consists of two models: a
topic model that provides information about word probabilities and an OCR model that represents the probability of
character errors.
The LDA topic model is trained from a collection of
unlabeled documents using Andrew McCallum’s MALLET
software [4]. We assume that these documents are free of
OCR errors, and the output of the training is two sets of
probability distributions: the Dirichlet prior over topic mixtures and a set of per-topic multinomial word distributions
(as discussed in Section 2). During the error correction process these distributions will be used to detect the topic mixture present in each OCR document, which will in turn enable good estimation of the relative probabilities of possible
word corrections.
The OCR model represents the probability of different
character corruptions in the documents. It is clear that some
corruptions are much more likely than others — for example, OCR software is more likely to mistake ‘i’ for ‘j’
than to confuse ‘x’ and ‘l’. Therefore the OCR model is
non-uniform. We expect OCR to produce the correct result
on most character instances, so the probability of a correct
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where P (wc ) is the probability of the word, N is the number of letters in the word, and P (ljf |ljs ) is the probability that
letter ljs was mistaken for ljf For a topic model the probability of a word is
P (w) =

M
X
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where w is a word, M is the number of topics in the model,
and tk is a topic. P (tk ) is computed by applying the trained
topic model to the correctly recognized words in the document.
After the scores of all candidates are computed, the word
is corrected by substituting the highest-scoring candidate.
Ties are broken randomly and corrections only occur if the
selected string scores strictly higher than the original.

4. Experiments
4.1

Data

For our experiments we use the publicly accessible 20 Newsgroups data corpus available at
http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/.
This

Models
Global
30 Topics

2
67.2
69.6

Newsgroups
4
6
63.9 65.2
65.8 67.6

8
64.2
65.4

Table 1. Error correction accuracy for global
and topic models on multi-domain newsgroup data

data set is well suited for our experiments as it contains
documents from various domains.
For the experiments, we used documents from the alt.atheism (480
documents), comp.graphics (588 documents), sci.space
(594 documents), talks.politics.guns (549 documents),
talks.politics.mideast (569 documents), talks.politics.misc
(467 documents), rec.autos (595 documents), and religion.misc (377 documents) newsgroups.
We tested our system on corpora containing two
(comp.graphics and talk.politics.mideast), four (adding
sci.space and talk.politics.guns), six (adding alt.atheism and
talk.politics.misc) and eight (adding talk.religion.misc and
rec.autos) newsgroups. In each case, the documents were
randomly divided, setting aside 100 testing documents and
using the remainder for training. The testing documents
were corrupted by the OCR error model described previously and lists of the corrupted words in each document
were provided to the correction algorithm.
The same model parameters were used throughout the
experiments to demonstrate that no extensive parameter tuning is necessary for this method. The number of topics was
fixed to 30 — even though we never test on 30 newsgroups,
each newsgroup might cover several distinct, although related, topics.
Using the algorithm described previously, we evaluated
two word models: a global word frequency model and an
LDA topic model. The only difference between the models
is in the calculation of P (wc ). The global model used the
same multinomial distribution for every correction of every
document, while the topic model used the correctly recognized words to determine the topic probabilities and adapt
P (wc ) to the local context.

4.2

Results

Table 1 displays the error correction results for both
global and topic-based language models while varying the
number of newsgroups the documents are drawn from. The
topic model outperforms the global model for every tested
combination of newsgroups, reducing error by an average
of 7%.
An example from the rec.autos newsgroup demonstrates

10
car
cars
engine
drive
oil

Most common words in top topics
22
8
11
2
science
writes
post
posting
writes
people judas
nntp
article
article death
host
objective
mark
center message
values
read
policy
idea

Figure 1. These are the five most common
words in the five most probable topics for
the example rec.autos document. Note that
the words in most of the topics are related —
topic 10 is clearly the “car” topic for example.

how the topic model enables this improvement in error correction. It is possible to qualitatively understand the topics
in the model by looking at the most probable words under
each one’s distribution. In Figure 1, we see several of the
most probable topics given the correct words in a particular
rec.autos document. Clearly, topic 10 contains words related to cars, while the other topics seem to relate to other
subjects such as science or religion.
Figure 2 shows the probabilities of each of the Figure 1
topics given the rec.autos document. Topic 10, the “cars”
topic, clearly dominates this distribution. In Figure 3, we
see that the topic model was able to correct several corrupt
car-related strings while the global model made incorrect
substitutions. Clearly, this success was the result of the
document-specific contextual information provided by the
topic model.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We developed an algorithm for applying topic modeling
to OCR error correction. This model outperformed a global
word distribution on the error correction task on simulated
data due to its ability to determine the context of each document and provide a tailored word probability model.
The initial success of using topic models to correct simulated OCR output points to a number of exciting avenues
for future work. Applying it as a post-processor to real OCR
output will allow us to further validate the approach, as will
the collection of larger data sets. We expect that the model’s
advantages over a global word frequency model will increase with the diversity of the test and training corpora.
Additionally this problem provides an excellent framework for testing advances in topic modeling. Often researchers provide lists of topic words to demonstrate their
success, but OCR correction could be an objective metric of
success.
The topic model approach to OCR correction relies on
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Figure 2. The probability distribution of topics conditioned on the correctly recognized
words from the rec.autos example document.
Notice that topic 10, the “cars” topic (see Figure 1) is much more probable than any other.
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the first OCR pass identifying some words with high confidence, which enables the model to infer an appropriate
topic distribution and, in turn, correct poorly recognized
words. It is clear that this process can be easily iterated —
the highest confidence corrections can be appended to the
recognized word list in each document and the topics can
be re-estimated. A better topic distribution should allow
additional words to be corrected with high confidence and
similarly used in the next round. Instead of being used as
post-processing step, the topic model probabilities could be
integrated with the image processing information and font
models already used by OCR software for maximum effectiveness.

Example corrections
Corrupted word Global Topic-model
notor
color
motor
snaw
shaw
snow
deater
center
dealer
Figure 3. These example corrections from the
rec.autos sample document show that the
topic model provides contextual information
that enables it to outperform the global word
model.

Topic modeling can also be made practical without an
error-free training set of digital documents. Many archival
OCR projects involve converting back issues of academic
journals so they can be useful for future researchers. Some
of these journals are in old fonts or printed on decaying paper stock, so OCR software would only recognize a few
words with high confidence. Due to evolutions in vocabulary, there might be very few or no equivalent digital documents for use in topic model training.
However, with a large enough collection of related documents, an initial topic model could be formed from the
relatively few words that are confidently recognized. This
initial model might allow for high confidence in more words
on a second pass, which would in turn lead to a more detailed topic model. Thus a topic model could be bootstrapped from a weak OCR algorithm and result in a strong
OCR algorithm for difficult documents.
This iterative style is part of the general iterative contextual modeling (ICM) approach to OCR. We believe that
ICM can provide a framework for leveraging not only language but also appearance context to advance to new levels
of performance on challenging documents.
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